1. Roll Over Beethoven • Electric Light Orchestra
2. The Joker • Steve Miller Band
3. Let It Ride • Bachman-Turner Overdrive
4. Billion Dollar Babies • Alice Cooper
5. Straight Shootin' Woman • Steppenwolf
6. Good Lovin' Gone Bad • Bad Company
7. Give It to Me • J. Geils Band
8. Some Kind of Wonderful • Grand Funk
9. Doctor Doctor • UFO
10. Rock On • David Essex
11. I Wanna Be with You • The Raspberries
12. Ballroom Blitz • Sweet
13. Never Been Any Reason • Head East
14. Must Be Love • The James Gang
15. Hey Baby • Ted Nugent
16. Double Trouble • Lynyrd Skynyrd
17. Stormbringer • Deep Purple
18. Little Bit of Sympathy • Robin Trower